The Civilizing Mission

Thomas Babington Macaulay, from "Minute on Indian Education" (1835)
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The historian, essayist, and parliamentarian Thomas Babington Macaulay (1800–1859) served as a member of
the supreme council of the East India Company from 1834 to 1838, where he oversaw major educational and
legal reforms. The "Minute" was written as a rebuttal to those council members who believed that Indian
students should continue to be educated in Sanskrit and Arabic as well as English; Macaulay's party carried the
argument.

We now come to the gist of the matter. We have a fund to be employed as Government shall
direct for the intellectual improvement of the people of this country. The simple question is, what is
the most useful way of employing it?
All parties seem to be agreed on one point, that the dialects commonly spoken among the
natives of this part of India contain neither Literary nor scientific information, and are, moreover, so
poor and rude that, until they are enriched from some other quarter, it will not be easy to translate any
valuable work into them. It seems to be admitted on all sides that the intellectual improvement of those
classes of the people who have the means of pursuing higher studies can at present be effect only by
means of some language not vernacular amongst them.
What, then, shall that language be? One half of the Committee maintain that it should be the
English. The other half strongly recommend the Arabic and Sanscrit. The whole question seems to me
to be, which language is the best worth knowing?
I have no knowledge of either Sanscrit or Arabic. — But I have done what I could to form a
correct estimate of their value. I have read translations of the most celebrated Arabic and Sanscrit
works. I have conversed both here and at home with men distinguished by their proficiency in the
Eastern tongues. I am quite ready to take the Oriental learning at the valuation of the Orientalists
themselves. I have never found one among them who could deny that a single shelf of a good
European library was worth the whole native literature of India and Arabia. . . .
. . . It will hardly be disputed, I suppose, that the department of literature in which the Eastern
writers stand highest is poetry. And I certainly never met with any Orientalist who ventured to
maintain that the Arabic and Sanscrit poetry could be compared to that of the great European nations.
But, when we pass from works of imagination to works in which facts are recorded and general
principles investigated, the superiority of the Europeans becomes absolutely immeasurable. It is, I
believe, no exaggeration to say, that all the historical information which has been collected from all
the books written in the Sanscrit language is less valuable than what may be found in the most paltry
abridgements used at preparatory schools in England. In every rank of physical or moral philosophy
the relative position of the two nations is nearly the same.
How, then, stands the case? We have to educate a people who cannot at present be educated by
means of their mother-tongue. We much teach them some foreign language. The claims of our own
language it is hardly necessary to recapitulate. It stands preeminent even among the languages of the
West. . . . Whoever knows that language, has ready access to all the vast intellectual wealth, which all
the wisest nations of the earth have created and hoarded in the course of ninety generations. It may
safely be said that the literature now extant in that language is of far greater value than all the literature
which three hundred years ago was extant in all the languages of the world spoken together. Nor is this
all. In India, English is the language spoken by the ruling class. It is spoken by the higher class of
natives at the seats of Government. It is likely to become the language of commerce throughout the
seas of the East. It is the language of two great European communities which are rising, the one in the
south of Africa, the other in Australasia; communities which are every year becoming more important,
and more closely connected with our Indian empire. Whether we look at the intrinsic value of our
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literature or at the particular situation of this country, we shall see the strongest reason to think that, of
all foreign tongues, the English tongue is that which would be the most useful to our native
subjects. . . .
. . . It is said that the Sanscrit and Arabic are the language in which the sacred books of a
hundred millions of people are written, and that they are, on that account, entitled to peculiar
encouragement. Assuredly it is the duty of the British Government in India to be not only tolerant, but
neutral on the religious question. But to encourage the study of a literature admitted to be of small
intrinsic value only because that literature inculcates the most serious errors on the most important
subjects, is a course hardly reconcilable with reason, with morality, or even with that very neutrality
which ought, as we all agree, to be sacredly preserved. It is confessed that a language is barren of
useful knowledge. We are told to teach it because it is fruitful of monstrous superstitions. We are to
teach false history, false astronomy, false medicine, because we find them in company with a false
religion. . . .
. . .In one point I fully agree with the gentlemen to whose general views I am opposed. I feel,
with them, that it is impossible for us, with our limited means, to attempt to educate the body of the
people. We must at present do our best to form a class who may be interpreters between us and the
millions whom we govern; a class of persons, Indian in blood and colour, but English in taste, in
opinions, in morals, and in intellect. To that class we may leave it to refine the vernacular dialects of
the country, to enrich those dialects with terms of science borrowed from the Western nomenclature,
and to render them by degrees fit vehicles for conveying knowledge to the great mass of the
population.
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Joseph Chamberlain (1836–1914) was a manufacturer who made his fortune at age thirty-eight and spent the
rest of his life in politics, mostly allying himself with radical causes. He became colonial secretary in 1895, and
was an enthusiastic promoter of imperial expansion and consolidation.

At the Annual Royal Colonial Institute Dinner, Hotel Metropole, March 31, 1897
It seems to me that there are three distinct stages in our Imperial history. We began to be, and
we ultimately became a great Imperial power in the eighteenth century, but, during the greater part of
that time, the colonies were regarded, not only by us, but by every European power that possessed
them, as possessions valuable in proportion to the pecuniary advantage which they brought to the
mother country, which, under that order of ideas, was not truly a mother at all, but appeared rather in
the light of a grasping and absentee landlord desiring to take from his tenants the utmost rents he could
exact. The colonies were valued and maintained because it was thought that they would be a source of
profit — of direct profit — to the mother country.
That was the first stage, and when we were rudely awakened by the War of Independence in
America from this dream that the colonies could be held for our profit alone, the second chapter was
entered upon, and public opinion seems then to have drifted to the opposite extreme; and, because the
colonies were no longer a source of revenue, it seems to have been believed and argued by many
people that their separation from us was only a matter of time, and that that separation should be
desired and encouraged lest haply they might prove an encumbrance and a source of weakness.
* * * [W]e have now reached the third stage in our history, and the true conception of our Empire.
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What is that conception? As regards the self-governing colonies we no longer talk of them as
dependencies. The sense of possession has given place to the sentiment of kinship. We think and speak
of them as part of ourselves, as part of the British Empire, united to us, although they may be
dispersed throughout the world, by ties of kindred, of religion, of history, and of language, and joined
to us by the seas that formerly seemed to divide us.
But the British Empire is not confined to the self-governing colonies and the United Kingdom.
It includes a much greater area, a much more numerous population in tropical climes, where no
considerable European settlement is possible, and where the native population must always vastly
outnumber the white inhabitants; and in these cases also the same change has come over the Imperial
idea. Here also the sense of possession has given place to a different sentiment — the sense of
obligation. We feel now that our rule over these territories can only be justified if we can show that it
adds to the happiness and prosperity of the people, and I maintain that our rule does, and has, brought
security and I maintain that our rule does, and has, brought security and peace and comparative
prosperity to countries that never knew these blessings before.
In carrying out this work of civilization we are fulfilling what I believe to be our national
mission, and we are finding scope for the exercise of these faculties and qualities which have made of
us a great governing race. I do not say that our success has been perfect in every case, I do not say that
all our methods have been beyond reproach; but I do say that in almost every instance in which the
rule of the Queen has been established and the great Pas Britannica has been enforced, there has come
with it greater security to life and property, and a material improvement in the condition of the bulk of
the population. No doubt, in the first instance, when these conquests have been made, there has been
bloodshed, there has been loss of life among the native populations, loss of still more precious lives
among those who have been sent out to bring these countries into some kind of disciplined order, but it
must be remembered that that is the condition of the mission we have to fulfill. * * *
* * *You cannot have omelettes without breaking eggs; you cannot destroy the practices of
barbarism, of slavery, of superstition, which for centuries have desolated the interior of Africa, without
the use of force; but if you will fairly contrast the gain to humanity with the price which we are bound
to pay for it, I think you may well rejoice in the result of such expeditions as those which have been
recently conducted with such signal success in Nyassaland, Ashanti, Benin, and Nupé — expeditions
which may have, and indeed have, cost valuable lives, but as to which we may rest assured that for one
life lost a hundred will be gained, and the cause of civilization and the prosperity of the people will in
the long run be eminently advanced. But no doubt such a state of things, such a mission as I have
described, involves heavy responsibility. In the wide dominions of the Queen the doors of the temple
of Janus are never closed, and it is a gigantic task that we have undertaken when we have determined
to wield the scepter of empire. Great is the task, great is the responsibility, but great is the honour; and
I am convinced that the conscience and the spirit of the country will rise to the height of its
obligations, and that we shall have the strength to fulfil the mission which our history and our national
character have imposed upon us.
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